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ABSTRACT

Day lighting is a useful and effective source of energy savings and visual comforts in buildings. Occupants

expect good daylight in their living spaces for better living environment. The quality and quantity of

natural light entering in to a building depend on both internal and external factors. Daylight strategies

basically depend on the accessibility of natural light that is determined by the latitude of the building site

and the conditions surrounding the building. Daylight provides lighting energy and energy demand

reduction during peak utility hours. Bringing daylight into a building that displaces electric lighting

and provides sufficient illumination is the greenest way to light a building presently. This research, aims

at analyzing the daylight intensity in residential buildings in Cantonment Cottages Multan which is one

of the hottest and progresse city of Pakistan. The intensity of daylight can be expressed in the terms of

luminance and daylight factor. In this research, the 5 and 7 marla houses in Cantt Cottages in Multan

were selected. The  device lux meter was used for measuring intensity with which the brightness

appears to the human eye. The readings were taken by placing Lux Meter at the center and near

windows in each building component at 2-4 pm. Inorderto evaluate the daylight intensity, the measured

luminance in each component of building is compared with the standard illuminance as per

recommendation of CIBSE (Chartered Institute of Building Service Engineers). After investigation, it

has been found that daylight factor is much higher than the standard values in east and west oriented

building components whereas the building components oriented in north and south, the day light factor

is little higher than standard values as per recommended by CIBSE. The design parameters including

building orientation, glazing area, room size to window opening ratio etc. is not appropriate with respect

to sustainable design.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Historically, the daylight was only considered

as the prime source of light in buildings.

Primitive architectures implied the use of wide

spaces and openings to distribute sufficient daylight into

the building. Moreover, the designers conceived the ideas

of providing fully glazed facades. During 19th Century,
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the electrical energy was provided as supplementary

source of light. After which, the daylight had become out

of fashion due to the availability of economical electricity.

But the depletion of energy resources and the

environmental effects led the designer to reuse day-

lighting strategies in buildings in-order-to minimize the

energy use for lighting and air conditioning and electrical

fixtures [1-2].

Day lighting is controlled entrance of natural light (direct

sunlight and diffuse skylight) into the buildings for the

reduction of electric lights and energy saving. Day-

lighting creates visually productive environment for

building users by minimizing about one-third of total

building energy costs. A day-lighting system typically

consists of skylights windows, and daylight control

system.

The basic cause for using daylight is to fulfill the

illumination requirements of an architectural design and

maximum possible energy saving. Good day lighting

design improves the overall feelings, satisfaction, and

comfort level of building users. Different research studies

show that proper day lighting design in different building

types and functions increase worker productivity and

reduce absenteeism in office buildings, improve student

educational performance in schools, and improve patient

recovery times in hospitals. Daylight also improves

common health of building inmates. In short, introducing

controlled daylight into buildings improve its overall

energy efficiency.

In this research, the residential buildings of Cantt Cottages

(Housing Society) were investigated to to either daylight

entering to the designated houses is sufficient or not.

For this purpose, the luminance and daylight factor of 5

and 7 Marla houses were find out and compared with

standard luminance levels of as per recommendations of

CIBSE.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

With the passage of time, more attention is being taken

towards the study of natural lighting in buildings. Much

research has been carried out for the last few decades.

The availability of natural light varies across the world,

which is determined by the latitude of the building

locations and the conditions immediately surrounding

the proposed building, e.g., the presence of obstructions

[2-3]. The entrance of daylight in buildings decreases the

cost of energy up-to many extents. It has been analyzed

by Capeluto [5] that in a well-designed building, daylight

reduces energy costs, improves visual quality, and

provides psychological benefits that are very tough and

expensive to produce with electrical lighting [3]. Not only

the cost but daylight also have positive impacts on human

health. According to Youssef [6] insufficient daylight may

cause many serious diseases like general weakness, the

feeling of exhausting, and hypoxia, nephrology diseases,

cardiac muscle weakness etc. [4]. Moreover, Rea [7]

concluded many points regarding health of human being

and light, one of them is natural light has a direct impact

on cortical brain activity [5]. Natural light is an important

aspect of green building design. The justification for what

constitutes “good” vs “bad” daylight design in green

building is measured via the Daylight factor [8]. The

daylight factor describes the variation internal horizontal

illuminance to the external horizontal illuminance of a

building component.

3. METHODOLOGY

Relevant literature on standard procedure for analysis of

daylighting in buildings was reviewed from different

books, codes, standards, and relevant research

publications. The Cottages (Multan) was taken as case

study and its layout plan is shown Fig. 1, as the of Multan

is one of the hottest cityof Pakistan where the daylight

perception is comparatively higher. Since Multan is a
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progressive, developing and populated city where number

of societies are being developed, therefore, it was

necessary to carry out thorough investigation of daylight

intensity in residential buildings in Multan and that could

is a step foot toward green building design for the

sustainable  architectural design .

Digital thermometers were used to measure the

temperature of all components of building (in each 5 and

7 Marla house ). All the temperatures were measured by

placing digital thermometer at the center of each building

component and then tabulated all the readings for both 5

and 7 the houses.

The Lux meter was used for measuring brightness and

intensity with which the brightness appears to the human

eye. The readings were taken by placing the Lux meter at

the center and near windows in both building component

at 2-4 pm. The readings were calculated for each

component in 5 and 7 Marla houses and all the results

were tabulated.

Daylight factor for each building component was

calculated by the following formula:

100
E

iE
DF

o
×= 







(1)

Where E
i
 is 1 illuminance due to day lighting at a point on

the indoors working plane, E
o
 is simultaneous out door

illuminance on a horizontal plane from an unobstructed

hemisphere of overcast sky:

DF = 0.1 x P (2)

Where DF is Day light factor, P is Percentage of glazing

to floor area.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Complete data including the  DF and glazing to floor areas

was obtained for the analysis.

4.1 Measurement of Temperature and

Luminance and Comparison with

Standard Values

The reading thus taken from thermometer and daylight

intensity for above designated case study for 5 and 7

Marla house for each floor is tabulated in Tables 1-2 and

corresponding detailed plans are shown in Figs. 2-3

respectively.

After obtaining the data of temberatures and lux meter for

each building component of above designated houses,

FIG. 1. LAYOUTPLAN OF CANTT COTTAGES
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.oN tnenopmoCgnidliuB noitatneirO

sgnidaeRlatnemurtsnI

emiTretemomrehTlatigiD reteMxuL

)iE(retneCtA )iE(retneCtA )oE(wodniWraeN

roolFdnuorG

.1 deB htuoS 2.13 oC 498 0681

mp4-2

.2 htaB tsaE 9.03 oC 061 0151

.3 gniniDegnuoL htuoS 6.13 oC 076 0372

.4 nehctiK tsaE 9.13 oC 095 0551

.5 gniwarD tseW 7.33 oC 843 0372

.6 ybboL tseW 8.13 oC 024 0072

.7 DWP htuoS 6.33 oC 032 0941

roolFtsriF

.1 deB tseW Co9.33 076 0972

mp4-2

.2 htaB htuoS Co6.33 052 0941

.3 deB htuoS Co1.23 076 0372

.4 deB htuoS Co2.13 498 0681

.5 erotS htroN Co0.13 441 wodniwoN

.6 htaB tsaE Co9.03 061 0151

.7 htaB tsaE Co9.13 095 0551

TABLE 2. MEASURED TEMPERATURE AND DAYLIGHT INTENSITY FOR SELECTED CASE STUDY 7 MARLA HOUSE

the lux meter readings were compared with the standard

luminance. The standard luminance values were obtained

.oN tnenopmoCgnidliuB noitatneirO

sgnidaeRlatnemurtsnI

emiTretemomrehTlatigiD reteMxuL

)iE(retneCtA )iE(retneCtA )oE(wodniWraeN

roolFdnuorG

.1 deB tsaE 7.13 oC 589 0272

mp4-2

.2 htaB tsaE 6.13 oC 012 0272

.3 gniniD+egnuoL tsaE 6.13 oC 507 0561

.4 nehctiK tseW 7.13 oC 085 0551

.5 deB tseW 6.13 oC 057 0012

.6 tseW-htaB Co5.13 007 0061 -

roolFtsriF

.1 deB tsaE 8.23 oC 076 0213

mp4-2

.2 htaB tsaE 6.23 oC 066 0013

.3 adnareV tsaE 9.23 oC 952 0952

.4 egnuoL htroN 7.13 oC 095 0071

.5 erotS htuoS 4.23 oC 051 wodniwoN

.6 deB tseW 6.23 oC 057 0051

.7 deB tseW 6.23 oC 057 0051

.8 htaB tseW 6.13 oC 561 0541

TABLE 1. MEASURED TEMPERATURE AND DAYLIGHTINTENSITY FOR SELECTEDCASE STUDY 5 MARLA HOUSE

from CIBSE Code for Lighting Part-2 [9]. This comparison

has been shown in Tables 3-4.
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FIG. 3. DETAILED ARCHITECTURAL PLANS OF 7 MARLA HOUSE

FIG. 2.DETAILED ARCHITECTURAL PLANS OF 5 MARLA HOUSE
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.oN tnenopmoCgnidliuB noitatneirO aerAgnizalG

xuLderusaeM

sgnidaeRreteM

)iE(ertneCtA

xuLdradnatS

]4[sgnidaeRreteM

roolFdnuorG

.1 deB tsaE 84 589 004-003

.2 htaB tsaE 5.4 012 003-052

.3 gninniD+egnuoL tsaE 45 507 005-003

.4 nehctiK tseW 9 085 005

.5 deB tseW 84 057 004-003

.6 htaB tseW 9 007 003-052

roolFtsriF

.1 deB tsaE 84 076 004-003

.2 htaB tsaE 5.4 066 003-052

.3 adnareV tsaE wodniWoN 952 005

.4 egnuoL htroN 03 095 005-003

.5 erotS htuoS wodniWoN 051 001

.6 deB tseW 84 057 004-003

.7 deB tseW 84 057 004-003

.8 htaB tseW 9 561 003-052

TABLE 3. COMPARISON OF MEASURED LUX METER READINGS WITH STANDARD LUX METER READINGS
FOR 5 MARLA HOUSE

.oN tnenopmoCgnidliuB noitatneirO aerAgnizalG

xuLderusaeM

sgnidaeRreteM

)iE(ertneCtA

xuLdradnatS

]4[sgnidaeRreteM

roolFdnuorG

.1 deB htuoS 63 498 004-003

.2 htaB tsaE 9 061 003-052

.3 gninniD+egnuoL htuoS 84 076 005-003

.4 nehctiK tsaE 63 095 005

.5 gniwarD tseW 45 843 004-003

.6 ybboL tseW 02 024 003

roolFtsriF

.1 deB tseW 45 076 004-003

.2 htaB htuoS 9 052 003-052

.3 deB htuoS 84 076 004-003

.4 deB htuoS 63 498 004-003

.5 erotS htroN wodniWoN 441 001

.6 htaB tsaE 9 061 003-052

.7 htaB tsaE 6 095 003-052

.8 deB tseW 45 076 004-003

TABLE 4. COMPARISON OF MEASURED LUX METER READINGS WITH STANDARD LUX METER READINGS
FOR 7 MARLA HOUSE
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Following conclusions can be drawn from the above

results as mentioned below:

• Measured internal daylight intensity by Lux

Meter for some building components is higher

than standard values of daylight intensity

because of larger sizes of window openings as

compared to total floor areas of different

building components. So, solar shades and fiber

blinds should be used on all these window

openings.

• In some of the components measured internal

daylight intensity by Lux Meter is lower than

standard values of daylight intensity because

of smaller sizes of window openings as

compared to total floor areas so ratio of window

to floor area should be appropriate in these

components.

• Measured internal Daylight intensity by Lux

Meter for some building components is in

the range as according to the standard values

of daylight intensity so their architectural

design is appropriate and according to the

standards.

• Illuminance varies directly with the glazing area.

Higher the glazing area higher will be

illuminance.

4.2 Calculation of Daylight Factor and
Comparison with Standard Value for 5
and 7 Marla Houses

The daylight factor for each component of designated

houses were calculated by using Equation (2). The results

thus obtained are tabulated in Tables 5-6 whereas the

comparison with standard value is shown in Tables 7-8

respectively.

.oN tnenopmoCgnidliuB noitatneirO
).tF.qS(aerA egatnecreP(P

otaerAgnizalG
)aerAroolF

Px1.0=FD
aerAgnizalG aerAroolF

roolFdnuorG

.1 deB tsaE 84 52.631 32.53 5.3

.2 htaB tsaE 5.4 52.16 53.7 7.0

.3 gninniD+egnuoL tsaE 45 852 39.92 0.3

.4 nehctiK tseW 9 77 96.11 2.1

.5 deB tseW 84 52.921 41.73 7.3

.6 htaB tseW 9 5.34 96.02 1.2

roolFtsriF

.1 deB tsaE 84 57.431 26.53 6.3

.2 htaB tsaE 5.4 5.34 43.01 0.1

.3 egnuoL htroN 03 291 36.51 6.1

.4 deB tseW 84 52.921 41.73 7.3

.5 deB tseW 84 57.101 71.74 7.4

.6 htaB tseW 9 5.24 81.12 1.2

TABLE 5. CALCULATION OF DAYLIGHT FACTOR (FROM PERCENTAGE GLAZING AREA TO FLOOR AREA)
FOR 5 MARLA HOUSE
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.oN tnenopmoCgnidliuB noitatneirO
).tF.qS(aerA egatnecreP(P

otaerAgnizalG
)aerAroolF

Px1.0=FD

aerAgnizalG aerAroolF

roolFdnuorG

.1 deB htuoS 63 871 22.02 0.2

.2 htaB tsaE 9 44 54.02 0.2

.3 gninniD+egnuoL htuoS 84 423 18.41 5.1

.4 nehctiK tsaE 63 201 92.53 5.3

.5 gniwarD tseW 45 552 81.12 1.2

.6 ybboL tseW 02 33 06.06 1.6

.7 DWP htuoS 5.4 72 76.61 7.1

roolFtsriF

.1 deB tseW 45 552 81.12 1.2

.2 htaB htuoS 9 52.56 97.31 4.1

.3 deB htuoS 84 5.841 23.23 2.3

.4 deB htuoS 63 5.871 71.02 0.2

.5 htaB tsaE 9 44 54.02 0.2

.6 htaB tsaE 6 52.02 36.92 0.3

TABLE 6. CALCULATION OF DAYLIGHT FACTOR (FROM PERCENTAGE GLAZING AREA TO FLOOR AREA)
FOR 7 MARLA HOUSE

.oN tnenopmoCgnidliuB noitatneirO
egatnecreP(P
otaerAgnizalG

)aerAroolF
Px1.0=FD FDdradnatS

roolFdnuorG

.1 deB tsaE 32.53 5.3 5.0

.2 htaB tsaE 53.7 7.0 5.1

.3 gninniD+egnuoL tsaE 39.92 0.3 0.1

.4 nehctiK tseW 96.11 2.1 0.2

.5 deB tseW 41.73 7.3 5.0

.6 htaB tseW 96.02 1.2 5.1

roolFtsriF

.1 deB tsaE 26.53 6.3 5.0

.2 htaB tsaE 43.01 0.1 5.1

.3 egnuoL htroN 36.51 6.1 0.1

.4 deB tseW 41.73 7.3 5.0

.5 deB tseW 71.74 7.4 5.0

.6 htaB tseW 81.12 1.2 5.1

TABLE 7. COMPARISON BETWEEN CALCULATED DF AND STANDARD DF FOR 5 MARLA HOUSE
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.oN tnenopmoCgnidliuB noitatneirO
egatnecreP(P
otaerAgnizalG

)aerAroolF
Px1.0=FD FDdradnatS

roolFdnuorG

.1 deB htuoS 22.02 0.2 5.0

.2 htaB tsaE 54.02 0.2 5.1

.3 gninniD+egnuoL htuoS 18.41 5.1 0.1

.4 nehctiK tsaE 92.53 5.3 0.2

.5 gniwarD tseW 81.12 1.2 0.1

.6 ybboL tseW 06.06 1.6 0.2

.7 DWP htuoS 76.61 7.1 5.1

roolFtsriF

.1 deB tseW 81.12 1.2 5.0

.2 htaB htuoS 97.31 4.1 5.1

.3 deB htuoS 23.23 2.3 5.0

.4 deB htuoS 71.02 0.2 5.0

.5 htaB tsaE 54.02 0.2 5.1

.6 htaB tsaE 36.92 0.3 5.1

TABLE 8. COMPARISON BETWEEN CALCULATED DF AND STANDARD DF FOR 7 MARLA HOUSE

4.3 Graphical Representation

Following is the graphical representation of

comparison of calculated daylight factor with standard

daylight factor values given in Figs. 4-7 for 5 and 7

marla houses.

The following points can be concluded from the

Figs. 4-7 as:

(a) Daylight factor is directly related to P (Percentage

glazing to floor area).

(b) The daylight factor for different building

components is higher than standard values of

daylight factor. It is because of the larger

glazing areas as compared to total floor areas.

In very few of the above cases calculated

daylight factor for some of the building

components is lower than standard values of

daylight factor.

(c) For better architectural daylight design, P

(Percentage glazing to floor area) should be

according to the architectural lighting

standards.
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FIG. 5. COMPARISON BETWEEN DAYLIGHT FACTOR AND
STANDARD DAYLIGHT FACTOR FOR FIRST FLOOR OF

FIVE MARLA HOUSE

FIG. 4. COMPARISON BETWEEN DAYLIGHT FACTOR AND
STANDARD DAYLIGHT FACTOR FOR GROUND FLOOR OF

FIVE MARLA HOUSE

FIG. 6. COMPARISON BETWEEN DAYLIGHT FACTOR AND
STANDARD DAYLIGHT FACTOR FOR GROUND FLOOR OF

SEVEN MARLA HOUSE

FIG. 7. COMPARISON BETWEEN DAYLIGHT FACTOR AND
STANDARD DAYLIGHT FACTOR FOR FIRST FLOOR OF

SEVEN MARLA HOUSE

5.           CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from the

analyzed results.

(i) The overall architectural design for both 5 and 7

marla house is melfunctioning regarding buidling

orientation, glazing area, room size to window

etc. This is because, most of the building

components are receiving relatively higher

daylight factor and daylight intensity which is

not compatible to CIBSE standards.

(ii) Both 5 and 7 marla houses are energy deficient.

The higher illuminance level and daylight factor

in building components will contribute more

cooling cost during summer.

(iii) The daylight intensity and daylight factor can

be reduced to meet the standards of CIBSE by

either reducing the opening size or by reducing

the glazing area.
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(iv) The daylight intensity and daylight factor in

most building components oriented in east-west

direction is higher than building components

oriented in north south direction. Keeping it in

mind, the main living components (Bed rooms

and lounge) of 5 marla house are oriented in

east-west direction. Therefore, the daylight

intensity and daylight factor is much higher and

ultimately will result more energy consumption

for cooling.

6.           RECOMMENDATIONS

Since the energy resources are depleting day-by-day,

therefore, it is need of the hour to make a thorough

research in this area. The present study does not fulfill

detailed aspects of day lighting in buildings, however,

further aspects can be investigated as:

(i) Entrance of sufficient daylight into building can

reduce the cost of energy, thus, proper design

in this regard makes the building energy efficient.

A further study can be performed on relationship

between daylight entrance and corresponding

energy saving.

(ii) Entrance of daylight certainly depends upon the

orientation of different components of buildings.

A thorough study can be made in this regard.

(iii) This study will help architects or building

designers to locate or orientate major building

units like bedrooms and living halls in a position

where there would be more penetration of

daylight, which results in minimizing the

electricity consumption.

(iv) As we know insufficient daylight into building

can seriously affect the health and working

efficiency of working personnel. This study can

be further done particularly in libraries,

classrooms, and offices.

(v) Existence of moisture and insufficient daylight

is a favorable place for breeding of anaerobic

bacteria which creates odor. Therefore, the study

in this regard would be very valuable.
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